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Davian has won a victory for the Augurs, but treachery surrounds him and his allies on all sides in the second book of the acclaimed Licanus
Trilogy, in which "fans of Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson will find much to admire." (The Guardian) Following a devastating attack, an
amnesty has been declared for all Augurs -- finally allowing them to emerge from hiding and openly oppose the dark forces massing against
the land of Andarra. The Augur Davian and his new allies hurry north toward the ever-weakening Boundary, but fresh horrors along their path
suggest that their reprieve may have come far too late. The new Northwarden, his ally in the Capital, contends with assassins and politicians
and uncovers a dangerous secret. Meanwhile, their compatriot Asha begins a secret investigation into the disappearance of the Shadows.
And Caeden races against time to fulfill a treacherous bargain, but as more and more of his memories return, he begins to realize that the two
sides in this ancient war may not be as clear-cut as they first seemed. . .
“Blogging for Personal Branding” is a comprehensive guide where you’ll find everything you need to promote your personal brand. Starting
from the evolution of the blog and the current implications of personal branding, this book will help you design your blog, choose the most
suitable blogging platform and promote your content on social networks. This book is particularly aimed at bloggers and those who want to
create a blog to highlight their professional profile, but it also is useful for anyone interested in marketing and social media.
Are you really aware of what you spend?Do you know how to value things beyond their price? For the answer to these questions and more,
look no further than Kakebo- the budgeting journal used by millions every day in Japan to manage their household spending. The Japanese
believe that tidiness in one's finances is as important as tidiness in one's house - indeed for them, the act of thinking mindfully about where
one's money goes is in itself a recipe for calm and wellbeing. Keeping a Kakebo is easy. At the start of each month simply decide how much
you want to save and what you need to do to achieve your goal. Then note down your weekly spending and at the end of the month see how
it all tallies up. There are slots for you to personalise your Kakebo according to your own spending routine, and space to reflect and make
changes as you go along. Start today - and discover the life-changing magic of Kakebo...
(Guitar Educational). Lots of guitar players know several scales, but how many really know what to do with them? With Guitarist's Guide to
Scales Over Chords , you'll learn how to apply the most commonly used scales in a musical manner. This book examines how scales and
chords are closely linked and how this relationship is key to crafting memorable, intelligent solos. If you've been stuck in a pentatonic rut, or
you feel that you're constantly relying on the same old patterns, this is the book for you! The book covers 14 scales in detail, and the audio
features 99 tracks, including 15 backing track progressions for practice.
You can learn to work successfully as a freelancer online using WordPress, YouTube, Upwork, and Fiverr the way I do by reading this book!
Freelancing online is the best thing that has ever happened to my career because I now have the freedom to work anywhere and anytime
using my WordPress website, YouTube channel, Upwork profile, and Fiverr gigs. You can use this book to build a complete system that
works for you today to get started and advance your work as a freelancer online based on what is working for me today. If you want to get an
hourly job you can work online that pays more than what you are doing right now, you might find the Upwork section of the course very
helpful. If you immediately want to have something to show for your work online, you might enjoy learning how you can make your first $20
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fast using Fiverr gigs. If you want a business system where clients find you and all you have to do is show what you do on your website and
on YouTube, the WordPress and YouTube sections will powerfully combine for you the way they do for me! If you are hiring freelancers to
grow your business online or you are serving clients now, you can use this book to build a system for quickly hiring freelancers to help you! I
have hired hundreds of people on Upwork and spent $5,000+ on Fiverr buying gigs to allow me to spend more time doing the most valuable
work. I have managed hundreds of clients and learned the hard way what works and what does not work to scale a freelancing business
online. Thank you very much for your interest in learning to start a freelance business with me today and I hope to see you in the book soon!
A guide and workbook for women who want to build their confidence, their brands and their bank accounts. The exercises and exploratory
questions are thorough and effective, while the chapters are short, digestible and laser-focused on what matters most when it comes to
building an engaging brand.
The author shares a series of tests along with insights from entrepreneurs on how to investigate the viability of a new business idea before
trying to launch the business.
Work hard, be kind, and amazing things will happen Amazing Things Will Happen offers straightforward advicethat can be put into action to
improve your life. Through personalanecdotes from the author's life, and interviews of successfulindividuals across several industries, this
book demonstrates howto achieve success, in all aspects of life, through hard work andacts of kindness. Split into five sections, this book
details howto begin the self-improvement journey. Explains how to cope with the situation you are currently in,and how to make the most of it
until you can break free Shares exercises and practices that can help define your goalsand how to set realistic tasks to reach them Helps you
to navigate the seas of doubters and obstacles to getto where you want to be Ensures that you help others, once you have reached
yourgoals Each of us has different goals in life, but everyone wants tosucceed, and have as much fun as possible along the way.
AmazingThings Will Happen shows how to get on this path tosuccess.
Ditch traditional corporate branding to create a powerful, recognizable brand Brand Against the Machine offers proven and actionable steps
for companies and entrepreneurs to increase their brand visibility and credibility, and to create an indispensable brand that consumers can
relate to, thus becoming life-long customers. Discover the aspirational currency that makes your brand one that people want to be or want to
be friends with. Learn how to be real with your audience and make strategic associations to establish credibility. Brand Against the Machine
will help you stand out, get noticed, and be remembered. Brand Against the Machine is the blueprint for how to market your brand to attract
better clients and stand out from the clutter that is traditional corporate branding and marketing. Instant Positioning Method: How to instantly
stand out from the crowd and position yourself as a resource, not just another service provider The 20/60/20 Rule: Why it's important to take
a stand and why it's okay to have haters—because it creates a stronger bond with those who love you Ditch your traditional corporate
branding and marketing, and exchange it for something memorable. Your customers will thank you for it.

"If I could give an aspiring writer one piece of advice, it would be to read this book." — Hugh Howey, New York Times best selling
author of Wool "Tim Grahl is fast becoming a legend, almost single-handedly changing the way authors around the world spread
ideas and connect with readers. If you've got a book to promote, stop what you're doing right now and start reading Your First
1000 Copies." — Daniel H. Pink, New York Times bestselling author of Drive and When "Your First 1000 Copies is a must-read for
authors trying to build a connection with their readers." — Dan Heath & Chip Heath, co-authors of Made to Stick, Switch, and
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Decisive "I watched in awe as Tim Grahl had 5 clients on the New York Times bestseller list in the same week. There is no one I
trust more to learn about book marketing." - Pamela Slim, Author, Body of Work "Tim was an early pioneer in teaching book
authors how Internet marketing actually works." - Hugh MacLeod, author of Ignore Everybody and Evil Plans Imagine if you had a
direct connection with thousands of readers who loved reading your books. And imagine if those readers eagerly awaited the
launch of your next book. How would that direct relationship with your readers change your writing career? How would you feel
knowing that every time you started a new book project, you already had people excited to buy it and ready to recommend it to
others? In Your First 1000 Copies, seasoned book marketing expert Tim Grahl walks you through how successful authors are
using the online marketing tools to build their platform, connect with readers and sell more books. Tim has worked with over 100
different authors from top best sellers such as Hugh Howey, Daniel Pink, Barbara Corcoran Charles Duhigg, Chip and Dan Heath,
Ramit Sethi and Pamela Slim to authors just get started on their first writing project. He has worked with authors across all fiction
and non-fiction genres. Along with his client work, he has studied many other successful authors to learn what works and what
doesn't. The result is Your First 1000 Copies where he walks you through the Connection System, a plan that every author can
immediately start using. The plan looks like this: - Permission - How to open up communication with your readers where you can
reliably engage them and invite them to be involved. - Content - How to use content to engage with current readers and connect
with new ones. - Outreach - How to ethically and politely introduce yourself to new readers. - Sell - How all of these steps can
naturally lead to book sales without being pushy or annoying This is a system that any author can immediately put in place to start
building their platform. Whether you're a seasoned author looking to step into the new publishing landscape, or you're a brand new
author, Your First 1000 Copies will give you the tools to connect with readers and sell more books.
WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER A Financial Times Book of the Month Back to Human explains how a more socially
connected workforce creates greater fulfillment, productivity, and engagement while preventing burnout and turnover. The next
generation of leaders must create a workplace where teammates feel genuinely connected, engaged, and empowered -- without
relying on technology. Based on Dan Schawbel's exclusive research studies -- featuring the perspectives of over 2,000 managers
and employees across different age groups -- Back to Human reveals why virtual communication, though vital and useful, actually
contributes to a stronger sense of isolation at work than ever before. How can we change this culture? Schawbel offers a selfassessment called the "Work Connectivity Index" that measures the strength of team relationships. He also shares exercises,
examples, and activities that readers can work on individually or as a team, which will help them increase personal productivity, be
more collaborative, and become more fulfilled at work. Back to Human ultimately helps you decide when and how to use
technology to build better connections in your work life. It is a call to action to leaders across the world to make the workplace a
better experience for all of us.
Learn how to be charismatic from a book with charisma Being charismatic is the holy grail of personality skills. But charisma is also
one of the most challenging traits to develop and hone. Unlike other books on charisma, BOLD doesn’t tell you who to be. It tells
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you what to do and shows you how to do it. BOLD features a comprehensive and actually habit-forming list of tips, tricks and
techniques that will turn you into a social genius, a master of the conversation, and an expert in attracting other people’s praise.
And with its visual format and use of cartoons, jokes, and quotes, you will enjoy coming back to it again and again as you become
the very definition of charisma.
Now in paperback from the author of Ask, a meticulous step-by-step plan for entrepreneurs and start-up businesses to choose the
right market to serve. What type of business should you start? It's a question that for the past 10 years, Inc. 500 CEO and bestselling author Ryan Levesque--featured for his work in The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, Forbes, and Entrepreneur--has
guided thousands of entrepreneurs through the journey of answering. One of the biggest reasons why so many new businesses
fail is because in the quest to decide what business to start, most of the conventional wisdom is wrong. Instead of obsessing over
what--as in what should you sell or what should you build--you should first be asking who. As in, who should you serve? The what
is a logical question that will come soon enough. But choosing your who is the foundation from which all other things are built. That
is what this book is all about. Levesque's meticulously tested, step-by-step process is designed to minimize your risk of failure and
losing money upfront, giving you clarity on what type of business to build and the confidence to finally take that leap and get
started.
A blueprint for thriving in your job and building a career by applying the lessons of Silicon Valley’s most innovative entrepreneurs.
LinkedIn cofounder and chairman Reid Hoffman and author Ben Casnocha show how to accelerate your career in today’s
competitive world. The key is to manage your career as if it were a start-up business: a living, breathing, growing start-up of you.
Why? Start-ups—and the entrepreneurs who run them—are nimble. They invest in themselves. They build their professional
networks. They take intelligent risks. They make uncertainty and volatility work to their advantage. These are the very same skills
professionals need to get ahead today. This book isn’t about cover letters or resumes. Instead, you will learn the best practices of
Silicon Valley start-ups, and how to apply these entrepreneurial strategies to your career. Whether you work for a giant
multinational corporation, a small local business, or launching your own venture, you need to know how to: * Adapt your career
plans as you change, the people around you change, and industries change. * Develop a competitive advantage to win the best
jobs and opportunities. * Strengthen your professional network by building powerful alliances and maintaining a diverse mix of
relationships. * Find the unique breakout opportunities that massively accelerate career growth. * Take proactive risks to become
more resilient to industry tsunamis. * Tap your network for information and intelligence that help you make smarter decisions. A
revolutionary new guide to thriving in today's fractured world of work, the strategies in this book will help you survive and thrive and
achieve your boldest professional ambitions. The Start-Up of You empowers you to become the CEO of your career and take
control of your future.
A good visualization can communicate the nature and potential impact of ideas more powerfully than any other form of
communication. For a long time, "dataviz" was left to specialists--data scientists and professional designers. No longer. A new
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generation of tools and massive amounts of available data make it easy for anyone to create visualizations that communicate
ideas far more effectively than generic spreadsheet charts ever could. The Harvard Business Review Good Charts Collection
brings together two popular books to help you become more sophisticated in understanding and using dataviz to communicate
your ideas and advance your career. In Good Charts, dataviz maven and Harvard Business Review editor Scott Berinato provides
an essential guide to how visualization works and how to use this new language to impress and persuade. He lays out a system
for thinking visually and building better charts through a process of talking, sketching, and prototyping. In Good Charts Workbook,
Berinato extends the usefulness of Good Charts by putting theory into practice. He leads readers step-by-step through several
example datasets and basic charts, providing space to practice the Good Charts talk-sketch-prototype process for improving those
charts. Examples include a "Discussion Key" showing how to approach the challenge and why. Each challenge focuses on a
different, common visualization problem such as simplification, storytelling, creating conceptual charts, and many others. The
Harvard Business Review Good Charts Collection is your go-to resource for turning plain, uninspiring charts that merely present
information into smart, effective visualizations that powerfully convey ideas.
Are you an author or creative preparing for success? Do you want to learn to speak effectively in front of an audience? All
successful creatives have to speak and present in public, but you don't have to larger than life. You can just be you. This book
includes the practicalities of speaking, mindset issues, and the business of speaking.
Write authentic dialogue that invigorates your story! Exceptional dialogue isn't just important when writing fiction--it's essential. In
order to impress an agent or editor and keep readers turning pages, you need to deliver truly standout dialogue in every scene.
Crafting Dynamic Dialogue will give you the techniques and examples you need to impress your readers. This book is a
comprehensive guide to writing compelling dialogue that rings true. Each section is packed with advice and instruction from bestselling authors and instructors like Nancy Kress, Elizabeth Sims, Steven James, Deborah Halverson, James Scott Bell, Donald
Maass, Cheryl St. John, and many others. They'll show you how to: • Bend the rules to create a specific effect • Understand the
role of dialogue in reader engagement • Use dialect and jargon effectively • Give every character a believable, unique voice • Set
the pace and tone • Reveal specific character background details • Generate tension and suspense • Utilize internal dialogue
Whether you're writing flash fiction, a short story, or a novel-length manuscript, Crafting Dynamic Dialogue will help you develop,
write, and refine dialogue to keep your readers hooked.
Public Sector Marketing Pro is the definitive guide for government and public sector agencies, politicians, political parties and
NGOs on how to successfully reach and engage with the public in the Digital Age.
The introduction of functional programming concepts in Java SE 8 was a drastic change for this venerable object-oriented language. Lambda
expressions, method references, and streams fundamentally changed the idioms of the language, and many developers have been trying to
catch up ever since. This cookbook will help. With more than 70 detailed recipes, author Ken Kousen shows you how to use the newest
features of Java to solve a wide range of problems. For developers comfortable with previous Java versions, this guide covers nearly all of
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Java SE 8, and includes a chapter focused on changes coming in Java 9. Need to understand how functional idioms will change the way you
write code? This cookbook—chock full of use cases—is for you. Recipes cover: The basics of lambda expressions and method references
Interfaces in the java.util.function package Stream operations for transforming and filtering data Comparators and Collectors for sorting and
converting streaming data Combining lambdas, method references, and streams Creating instances and extract values from Java’s Optional
type New I/O capabilities that support functional streams The Date-Time API that replaces the legacy Date and Calendar classes
Mechanisms for experimenting with concurrency and parallelism
"Separate yourself from your competition and create a personal brand that matters. Kraig Kleeman and his new book A Winning Brand will
show you how." - Brian Tracy, Professional Speaker and Best Selling Author The world is getting more crowded, so it's critical to know how to
effectively position yourself to stand apart from and above everyone else. Kraig Kleeman has the strategies to help you to build a loyal
following, be seen as the expert in your field, earn more customers, get more referrals, gain increased visibility, and establish a reputation of
being the best in the business. You have control over crafting your story and defining yourself for the world. In this book, you'll find: Strategies
that will help you create your winning brand to achieve your business and personal goals. Exercises to guide you through your personal
brand inventory so you know what facets to focus on for reinvention. Five winning brand principles to guide you on your personal brand
journey so your efforts are maximized. Tips for determining how your personal gift mix combines to make your brand bold. If you want to
explode your business and define yourself in today's marketplace building and winning person brand is essential.
The secret to winning at life is one good choice at a time. Are you frustrated with your job, career, or relationships? Are you unsure if what
you are doing right now in your life is the right thing? In this revolutionary new book, success and motivation expert Tom Ziglar shares the
good news that you can change and that, in fact, you can win at life. Choose to Win shows you how to achieve massive change without
massive upset. It all starts with identifying your why, which reveals the how that opens multiple doors of what. His revolutionary plan guides
you through making one small choice at a time through a sequence of easy-to-follow steps in seven key areas: mental, spiritual, physical,
family, finance, personal, and career. Ziglar also helps you identify the life-killing, unhealthy habits that cause misery, dissatisfaction, and lack
of success—and, more importantly, how to implement positive habits through the trinity of transformation: desire, hope, and grit. The result is a
more productive, more fulfilling, and more meaningful life. You can take control of your destiny and leave the lasting legacy you've dreamed
about and deserve. You simply need to choose to do so.
Drive Web traffic and take your business into the future In todays social Web marketplace, attention equals revenue. When you direct more
attention online to your brand or business, you drive more long-term revenue. Regardless of who you are or how small your business is, you
can have a huge impact using free Internet tools...provided you understand and correctly apply the latest techniques. Attention! gives you an
educational and motivational guide to using social media to market your brand or business online. In three parts, you'll discover everything
you need to know to get off the ground and thrive in the social mediasphere, including The tools, techniques and tricks to get attention online
and turn that attention into profit The theory behind the importance of making your mark on the Internet How other businesses and individuals
made money from online marketing Whether you're just starting your business, just moving it online, or already established and looking to
take your business to the next level, Attention! is the key to success.
The indispensable guide to developing a personal brand, building an audience, and nurturing followers, by digital marketing thought-leader
Cynthia Johnson. In the modern world, influence is everything and personal branding equals influence. Platform is the why-to, how-to
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handbook by top expert Cynthia Johnson for everyone who wants to develop and manage a personal brand. In Platform, Johnson explains
the process of going from unknown to influencer by achieving personal proof, social proof, recognition, and association. Johnson herself went
from an on-staff social media manager to social media influencer, entrepreneur, and marketing thought-leader in just three years using her
process of accelerated brand development, continuous brand management, and strategic growth. Fans of #GirlBoss and #AskGaryVee, who
wonder how their favorite influencers found their voices and built their audiences, will find the answers here and discover that the process is
technical, creative, tactical, and much easier than they might have expected.
“A clear, comprehensive look at a murky business.” —The Wall Street Journal Your favorite band has just announced their nationwide tour.
Should you pay to join their fan club and get in on the pre-sale? No, you decide to wait. But the on-sale date arrives, and the site is jammed.
You can’t get on—and the concert is sold out in six minutes. What happened? What now? Music journalists Dean Budnick and Josh Baron
chronicle the behind-the-scenes history of the modern concert industry. Filled with entertaining rock-and-roll anecdotes about The Rolling
Stones, The Grateful Dead, Pearl Jam, and more—and charting the emergence of players like Ticketmaster, StubHub, Live Nation, and
Outbox—Ticket Masters will transfix every concertgoer who wonders just where the price of admission really goes. This edition has an
updated epilogue that covers recent industry developments.
Are you where you want to be professionally? Whether you want to advance faster at your present company, change jobs, or make the jump
to a new field entirely, Reinventing You, now in paperback with a new preface, provides a step-by-step guide to help you assess your unique
strengths, develop a compelling personal brand, and ensure that others recognize the powerful contribution you can make. Branding expert
Dorie Clark mixes personal stories with engaging interviews and examples from Mark Zuckerberg, Al Gore, Tim Ferriss, Seth Godin, and
others to show you how to think big about your professional goals, take control of your career, and finally live the life you want.
The founders of a respected Silicon Valley advisory firm study legendary category-creating companies and reveal a groundbreaking discipline
called category design. Winning today isn’t about beating the competition at the old game. It’s about inventing a whole new game—defining a
new market category, developing it, and dominating it over time. You can’t build a legendary company without building a legendary category.
If you think that having the best product is all it takes to win, you’re going to lose. In this farsighted, pioneering guide, the founders of Silicon
Valley advisory firm Play Bigger rely on data analysis and interviews to understand the inner workings of “category kings”— companies such
as Amazon, Salesforce, Uber, and IKEA—that give us new ways of living, thinking or doing business, often solving problems we didn’t know
we had. In Play Bigger, the authors assemble their findings to introduce the new discipline of category design. By applying category design,
companies can create new demand where none existed, conditioning customers’ brains so they change their expectations and buying
habits. While this discipline defines the tech industry, it applies to every kind of industry and even to personal careers. Crossing the Chasm
revolutionized how we think about new products in an existing market. The Innovator’s Dilemma taught us about disrupting an aging market.
Now, Play Bigger is transforming business once again, showing us how to create the market itself.
Rise of the YoupreneurThe Definitive Guide to Becoming the Go-To Leader in Your Industry and Building a Future-Proof Business

Find more success in work and in life than you ever dreamed possible—by pursuing fun. The demands of work and the
breakneck pace of technological change wear heavily on all of us, whether we are employees at a large company, solo
workers in the gig economy, or entrepreneurs launching a new venture. The “hustle-and-grind” lifestyle that we’ve been
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told is essential to success actually leads to physical ailments, emotional burnout, and a darkness in the soul. But Joel
Comm has found a better way. In The Fun Formula, Comm reveals that the best path to success—in work and in life—is to
focus on our passions, curiosity, and the things that bring us great pleasure. Doing this leads not only to more dramatic
results in whatever we do, but also to a more fulfilling life. Using entertaining stories and illuminating anecdotes from
Comm’s own life and those of others, famous and not, The Fun Formula lays out a plan for making the subtle changes to
our thinking and routines that will enable us to design the life we truly desire: one of significance and joy.
Delivering WOW is a blueprint for running and growing a dental practice. Dr. Anissa Holmes was sick of working too
much and earning too little, so she decided to do something about it. After years of learning and experimentation, she
developed a simple, high-impact process to run and grow a dental practice that turned her office into a high-profit practice
with over 50,000 raving Facebook fans and a reliable team she can trust to handle anything that comes their way. With
this newly-updated and expanded version of a book that helped thousands of dentists build more profitable and enjoyable
dental practices, Dr. Holmes walks dentists through building a winning team, maximizing profitability, and reliably growing
patient numbers without having to waste time and money on expensive and ineffective advertising methods. If you’re
tired of feeling guilty, stressed, and frustrated by your practice and want to build one that allows you to make more, work
less, and have a meaningful impact in the world, Delivering WOW is the step-by-step plan for you!
YOUR PASSION. YOUR PURPOSE. YOUR PROFIT. Some people are willing to spend their lives working for someone
else. Not you. You’re ready to start your own business—or grow your existing business into something bigger. You’re
ready to take control of your life, your finances, your future. Tory Johnson helps you make it happen. Based on her
phenomenally successful “Spark & Hustle” workshops, Tory breaks down the basics, and helps you create a plan for
success, including Exploring your motivations to profit from your passion How to nail a one-page business plan to launch
your idea with clarity and confidence Finding the money to get going, perfecting your revenue and pricing Making social
media (and other free tools) profitable for you Mastering sales without cringing at the thought of asking for money
Detailed strategies for every aspect of your start-up and tactics to hustle for ongoing small business success
Learn how to go online with a winning sales and marketing strategy in this insightful resource Go Live! Turn Virtual
Connections into Paying Customers helps readers understand and take advantage of several online tools to boost their
sales and increase their revenue. Accomplished salesperson, consultant, and online personality Jeffrey Gitomer
describes how tools like Facebook Live and podcasting can drive sales and help you connect with your customers. You'll
discover: How to use tools like YouTube, LinkedIn Live, podcasting, and Facebook Live to connect with and develop your
leads How to properly utilize social media like Instagram and Twitter to spread your message and sell to clients How to
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promote and repurpose content to create as big an impact on your audience as possible Written specifically for a postpandemic sales audience, Go Live! Turn Virtual Connections into Paying Customers delivers results for anyone expected
to deliver sales results in a virtual environment. It also belongs on the bookshelves of those who hope to take their
successful offline sales strategies to the online world.
These people simply want solutions to their problems. They complain via legacy channels where the likelihood of a
response is highest--phone, e-mail, and company websites. Offstage haters don't care if anyone else finds out, as long
as they get answers. ·Onstage haters. These people are often disappointed by a substandard interaction via traditional
channels, so they turn to indirect venues, such as social media, online review sites, and discussion boards. Onstage
haters want more than solutions--they want an audience to share their righteous indignation. Hug Your Haters shows
exactly how to deal with both groups, drawing on meticulously researched case studies from businesses of all types and
sizes from around the world. It includes specific playbooks and formulas as well as a fold-out poster of "the Hatrix," which
summarizes the best strategies for different situations.
Are You Running Your Business or is Your Business Running You?Virtual Assistant Assistant is the book for
entrepreneurs who are looking for a way to take their business to the next level. If you've ever caught yourself thinking
there just aren't enough hours in the day, there is a solution. And it won't make you go broke, either.Virtual assistants are
essentially telecommuting contractors to your business. This book tells you everything you need to know about virtual
assistants, including: Where to find the best ones How to hire them Best practices for working with them on an ongoing
basis It's written from firsthand experience, NOT theoretical or academic fluff. You'll learn how a talented virtual assistant
can help save you time, money, and headache.Take control of your entrepreneurial life and learn how to effectively
outsource your non-essential tasks. You'll free up hours every day to focus on what's really important. In the end, virtual
assistants can help you lead a happier, healthier, and more productive and stress-free life.It's possible (and I would argue
essential) to unload many aspects of your day-to-day work, leaving you free to tackle the higher-level, strategic, and
money-making projects that often get neglected. Time is Our Most Valuable ResourceBut it's also the resource we are
quickest to waste.With this book, you may not achieve the 4 Hour Work Week right away, but you'll get actionable advice
on how to get started with outsourcing. The world's most successful people didn't get there alone; they all had help along
the way. What are you waiting for? Hit the Buy Now button and get started today.
In 2017 we launched a new podcast series called "Behind the Membership". Its aim was t0 dig deep into the stories of
real people running real, successful online membership businesses. Not to give them a platform to blow their own
trumpet, but to get to the heart of what made them tick, how their journey had unfolded and what insights they'd picked
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up along the way. We had the privilege of uncovering some absolute gold in those conversations - an incredible wealth of
insight and experience that was just too valuable to leave languishing in the archives of the podcast, so we've compiled
the biggest takeaways into this book. These are real people, real memberships, real stories. Enjoy.
In late 2014, internationally acclaimed blogger and podcaster Chris Ducker coined the term "Youpreneur" to describe the
rise of the personal brand entrepreneur, a new business model that very few people saw coming. Since then, the
Youpreneur has risen to the top across sectors. A Youpreneur transcends the old rules of business and builds a
sustainable business from the foundation of their experience, interests, and personality-their personal brand.
Youpreneurs draw an engaged, loyal audience even as they pursue varying, changing interests. They play by their own
rules, and they reap the benefits. Ready to pivot for the last time, guarantee the success of your business, and become
the go-to leader in your industry? Chris Ducker will show you how to develop the Business of You and build a future-proof
business model.
Contains tips and advise from a veteran vlogger on how to make great vlogs other people will want to watch.
“Anyone can write a blog post, but not everyone can get it liked thirty-five thousand times, and not everyone can get
seventy-five thousand subscribers. But the reason we’ve done these things isn’t because we’re special. It’s because
we tried and failed, the same way you learn to ride a bike. We tried again and again, and now we have an idea how to
get from point A to point B faster because of it.” Three short years ago, when Chris Brogan and Julien Smith wrote their
bestseller, Trust Agents, being interesting and human on the Web was enough to build a significant audience. But now,
everybody has a platform. The problem is that most of them are just making noise. In The Impact Equation, Brogan and
Smith show that to make people truly care about what you have to say, you need more than just a good idea, trust
among your audience, or a certain number of followers. You need a potent mix of all of the above and more. Use the
Impact Equation to figure out what you’re doing right and wrong. Apply it to a blog, a tweet, a video, or a mainstreammedia advertising campaign. Use it to explain why a feature in a national newspaper that reaches millions might have
less impact than a blog post that reaches a thousand passionate subscribers. Consider the phenomenally successful
British singer Adele. For most musicians, onstage banter basically consists of yelling “Hello, Cleveland!” But Adele
connects with her audience, pausing between songs to discuss a falling-out with her friends, or the drama of a break up.
Each of these moments comes off as if she were talking directly with you, and you can easily relate. Adele has Impact.
As the traditional channels for marketing, selling, and influencing disappear and more people interact mainly online, the
very nature of attention is changing. The Impact Equation will give you the tools and metrics that guarantee your
message will be heard.
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Worried that you're not creating enough content for the ever-growing number of online platforms? Does the process of
content creation make you feel like you're on a hamster-wheel - but you're still not having the impact that you desire? The
fact is, most content never achieves its full potential because it only reaches a small proportion of its intended audience.
Good news: it does not need to be this way! Content 10x: More Content, Less Time, Maximum Results is the ultimate
guide to reaching your audience via the power of content repurposing. A no-nonsense, implementable guide to
repurposing every type of content that you can create. Whether you're an entrepreneur, business owner or marketing
professional, this is the book for you if you want to master the art and science of content repurposing. Save time, grow
your business and reach a bigger audience than you ever dreamt possible.
Entrepreneurs often suffer from "superhero syndrome"—the misconception that to be successful, they must do everything
themselves. Not only are they the boss, but also the salesperson, HR manager, copywriter, operations manager, online
marketing guru, and so much more. It's no wonder why so many people give up the dream of starting a business—it's just
too much for one person to handle. But outsourcing expert and "Virtual CEO," Chris Ducker knows how you can get the
help you need with resources you can afford. Small business owners, consultants, and online entrepreneurs don't have
to go it alone when they discover the power of building teams of virtual employees to help run, support, and grow their
businesses. Virtual Freedom: How to Work with Virtual Staff to Buy More Time, Become More Productive, and Build Your
Dream Business is the step-by-step guide every entrepreneur needs to build his or her business with the asset of working
with virtual employees. Focusing on business growth, Ducker explains every detail you need to grasp, from figuring out
which jobs you should outsource to finding, hiring, training, motivating, and managing virtual assistants. With additional
tactics and online resources, Virtual Freedom is the ultimate resource of the knowledge and tools necessary for building
your dream business with the help of virtual staff.
Would you like to go to the next quantum level beyond the world of simply “positive thinking?” Are you ready to
experience new levels of inspiration, creativity, and achievement? Well, now you can! Let The Gratitude Effect open your
heart, inspire your mind, awaken your inner powers and hidden seeds of greatness. Allow it to help you break through
any limiting beliefs and guide you to a more empowered life filled with deeper meaning and awareness. One of the
teachers of the hit movie The Secret, Dr. Demartini wrote this book as a practical guide to a new life of happiness and
thankfulness, proclaiming the importance of gratitude in an individual’s life. You will learn: • To be happy with and
grateful for what you have • How to accept much more you’ll receive in return • How to enjoy a new, happier and more
gracious perspective on life • To empower yourself and use the latentpower within John provides you with a deeper
understanding of your current attitudes and takes you into a transformation process. This volume includes exercises and
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affirmations that help you let the gift of gratitude into your minds and hearts. Follow his lead, and let his wisdom inspire
you and remain with you for years to come! Dr. John F. Demartini is a professional speaker, author and business
consultant whose clients range from Wall Street financiers, financial planners, and corporate executives to healthcare
professionals, actors and sports personalities. corporate executives to healthcare professionals, actors and sports
personalities.
Do you have a message you want to get out into the world? Have you ever dreamed of speaking for a living? Is there
something you have to say but just aren't sure what to do next? The Successful Speaker is a proven, easy-to-follow
guide to helping you do just that. Whether you want to speak at your next board meeting or community gathering, start
making some extra money on the side, or become a full-time professional speaker, Grant Baldwin knows how to get you
from here to there. Why? Because he's done it himself and has coached over 2,000 speakers. In The Successful
Speaker, you will learn the five-step road map to start and scale a speaking business from the ground up, including - how
to hone your message and know exactly who it's for - the preparation process to help your next speech move an
audience to action - what it takes to establish yourself as an in-demand expert - practical steps to finding and booking
paid speaking gigs - how to know when it's time to grow your impact and income In each chapter, you will get specific
action steps and case studies from professional speakers (including some of the most successful communicators in the
world) to put you on the fast track to booking gigs, getting paid, and building your speaking platform.
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